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Executive Summary 

The TAS3 (Trusted Architecture for Securely Shared Services) project aims 

to develop an open, secure and trusted architecture for the exchange of personal 

information across services. As this data is generated over a human lifestyle, it 

needs to be collected and stored at distributed locations and used by a multitude 

of services. In the employability domain, for instance, a person is continuously 

learning new competences not only based on her education history, but also based 

on her employment experience. His or her employability information will 

therefore be stored with different service providers who each use their own 

technical specifications when processing information. In such a distributed 

environment, all partners in a Trust Network (TN) need to agree upon a common 

understanding for the technical underpinning of the services as well as a common 

vocabulary for the data in order to support secure data exchange. 

Over the years, many languages have been developed to define security policies 

and privacy policies enabling secure access to personal information in distributed 

environment. For example, eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 

(XACML) is an access control policy language describing how to interpret 

authorization policies while exchanging data in service-oriented architecture. 

More specifically, XACML provides a XML-based syntax enabling a Policy 

Decision Point (PDP) to determine whether a request to access a resource should 

be granted, and to return an answer to a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), which 

allows or denies access to the resource. However, policy interoperability can only 

be achieved if every system expresses their policies in the same language. 

Furthermore, these languages do not cover the content of a security policy.  

In this document, we present a security policy ontology based on the DOGMA 

(Developing Ontology-Grounded Methods and Applications) framework. In 

particular, we define conceptual models associated with authentication, 

credential validation, access control, obligation, privacy, delegation, and audit 

policies. More specifically, we represent security policies as a declarative model 

by defining a set of concepts and the relationships between them rather than 

describing the explicit sequence of steps required to apply them. 

Given this ontology, PDPs can interoperate with each other by interpreting policy 

attributes and their values from the Service Requester to those of the Service 

Provider through annotations. This removes the impractical restriction on all 

PEP/PDP in a TN to use an identical vocabulary to describe the conceptual model 

of their respective security domains. For instance, the credentials of an employee 

in System A together with their ontological annotation can easily be evaluated by 

the PEP in System B. As a result, the PDP in System B can call on ontology-

based interpretation and translation services to understand whether the 

presented credentials and their values are those required by System B or are 

equivalent to the conditions in its policies. In this respect, we have implemented 

the ontology-based interoperation service (OBIS), which has been validated 

against the Nottingham use case. Note that the concepts defined in this 

document draw upon those defined in the Descriptive Upper Ontology and the 

TAS3 Common Upper Ontology in Deliverable D2.2. 
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1 Introduction 

One approach to ensure secure and trusted access to personal information is to 

develop security policies to control their access. A security policy is the primary 

way in which management’s expectations for security are translated into specific, 

measurable, and testable goals and objectives [1]. One advantage of security 

policies is that the security of a trust network can be managed dynamically 

without changing the underlying structure of the network [6]. 

Over the years, many languages have been developed to define security and 

privacy policies enabling secure access to personal information in distributed 

environment. For example, eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 

(XACML) [2] provides a lexicon and vocabulary to represent access control 

policies while exchanging data in service-oriented architecture. In particular, 

XACML provides a XML-based syntax enabling a Policy Decision Point (PDP) to 

determine whether a request to access a resource should be granted, and to 

return an answer to a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), which allows or denies 

access to the resource. However, policy interoperability can only be achieved if 

every system expresses their policies in the same language. An additional barrier 

may result from the fact that these languages do not represent the content of a 

security policy (i.e. the value for the conditions and actions associated with a 

policy) in the same way.  

Semantic Web technologies provide the means to address this problem. The 

Semantic Web [3] extends the current World Wide Web (WWW) with resources in 

machine-understandable format. For instance, the conditions and the actions to 

be performed by agent in access control policies can be given meaning through 

the use of ontologies. An ontology is commonly defined as: “a formal, explicit 

specification of a shared conceptualization” [4]. More specifically, an ontology is a 

server stored unambiguous and flexible meaning agreement on the semantics of 

concepts and the relations between them in a given domain. 

In this document, we present a security policy ontology based on the DOGMA 

(Developing Ontology-Grounded Methods and Applications) framework [5]. In 

particular, we define conceptual models associated with authentication, 

delegation validation, access control, obligation, privacy, audit and delegation 

policies. More specifically, we represent security policies as a declarative model 

by defining a set of concepts and the relationships between them rather than 

describing the explicit sequence of steps required to apply them.  

Given this ontology, we demonstrate how it can be used in TAS3 to allow 

different PDPs to interoperate with each other by interpreting credentials and 

values from the Service Requester to those of the Service Provider through 

annotations. For instance, the credentials of an employee in System A together 

with their ontological annotation can easily be evaluated by the PEP in System 

B. As a result, the PDP in System B can call on ontology-based interpretation 

and translation services to understand whether the presented credentials and 

their values are those required by System B or are equivalent to the conditions in 

its policies. Thus, this ontology removes the impractical restriction on all 

PEP/PDP in a TN to use an identical vocabulary to describe the conceptual model 

of their respective security domains.  
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Tonti et al. [6] introduce five general requirements that any policy representation 

should satisfy regardless of its domain of applicability. The policy representation 

requirements are: 

• expressiveness to handle a wide range of policy requirements arising in the 

system being managed; 

• simplicity to assist custodians, resource owner and data subjects1 to define 

policies based on their expertise; 

• enforceability to ensure that formally defined policies can be implemented 

in different platforms; 

• scalability to ensure adequate performance of the overall system; 

• analysability to allow reasoning about policies. 

Different security policy specification languages (e.g. Ponder [7], REI [8] or KAoS 

[9]) have been proposed to reduce policy conflicts and facilitate interoperability. 

The aim of these specifications is to enable system administrators and data 

custodians to easily define security policies. In contrast, our security and privacy 

policy ontology is grounded in natural language. The use of natural language 

enables technical (e.g. custodians, data controller) and non-technical users (e.g. 

data subject) to easily specify policies to control the access to data (e.g. a CV). 

This does not have an impact on the enforceability of these policies by agents as 

the DOGMA framework provides mechanisms to convert DOGMA-inspired 

ontologies into description logic paradigms [10]. As a result, our ontology 

provides a framework that (i) can be implemented to respond to policy 

requirements of a system, (ii) can be extended through agreements between 

technical and non-technical user, (iii) can be enforced by different systems, and 

(iv) can be analyzed by both human and software agents. Note that the concepts 

defined in this document draw upon those defined in the Descriptive Upper 

Ontology and the TAS3 Common Upper Ontology [12]. 

                                                
1 A data subject is the agent whose personal data is collected, held or processed by a data 

controller. 
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1.1 Reading Guide 

The rest of the document is structured as follows: 

• Section 2 describes the motivation behind the use of ontologies in policy-

based security systems.  

• Section 3 presents several scenarios where ontologies can be used to 

manage policies. This section concludes with a concrete scenario for the 

application of the technology to TAS3. 

• Section 4 describes the model of security policies encountered in the TAS3 

project. Moreover, it provides the conceptual representation for the core 

elements of these policies; namely condition, subject, action, and target.  

• Section 5 presents the conceptual model for different types of security 

policies; namely authentication, credential validation, access control, 

obligation, privacy, audit and delegation policies. 

• Section 6 presents a lower common ontology for secure business processes 

used to define security policies. 

• Section 7 presents the application of the TAS3 Lower Common Ontology in 

the employability pilot. 

• Section 8 provides a conclusion on our current work and presents future 

work. 
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2 Motivation 

This section describes the motivation behind the use of ontologies in policy-based 

security systems. 

2.1 Security Control 

Security control consists of five phases; namely Identification, Authentication, 

Authorization, Obligation, and Auditing [13]. Identification is the process of 

establishing the identity of a user, process, or device, usually as a prerequisite for 

granting access to resources in an IT system. Authentication is the process of 

corroborating a claimed identity with a specified or understood level of assurance, 

while authorization focuses on the granting and enforcing of permissions based 

on the evaluation of applicable policies (such as access control policies). An 

obligation is an operation specified in a policy that should be performed in 

conjunction with the enforcement of a security policy decision. The auditing 

process comprises a review of the system records and activity logs to ensure that 

established policies and operational procedures have in fact been complied with.  

The authorization phase focuses on the granting or denying of actions based on 

the evaluation of policy rules which specify the trust relationships between the 

service provider, identity provider and service requester. In a federated system 

(e.g. TAS3 Trust Network), credentials are issued by appropriate authorities (e.g. 

the British Medical Association) which service providers may trust sufficiently in 

order to rely on these credentials when granting access to their resources.. The 

process of assigning credentials to users is controlled by a credential issuing 

policy at the assigning site, whilst the process of validating credentials at the 

resource site is controlled by a credential validation policy. Once credentials have 

been issued, a service provider will determine whether these are sufficient for 

granting access to the service requester. The process of determining if access can 

be granted, based on the validated credentials, is controlled by an access control 

policy.  When the policies are satisfied and trust is established between the 

service provider and the service requester, the access is granted to the requester.  

2.1.1 Policy Languages  

Policies are rules governing the behaviour of a system [14]. More specifically, a 

security policy defines a set of conditions, which are evaluated to determine 

whether a set of actions may be performed. Over the years, many languages have 

been developed to define security and privacy policies to control the behaviour of 

users. In general, these languages describe the conditions for an action to be 

performed by a subject on a target. The Condition states the environment for an 

action to be executed, while an Action is something that is done or performed on 

a target. A Target is any type of entities (e.g. personal data) that can be acted 

upon by an agent. In the eHealth domain, for example, an audit policy could state 

that any access to a patient record should be recorded in a log. In this case, the 

condition is the access of a patient record, while the action is to record the access 

in a log.  
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A security policy must be expressed in a formal language to be processed by 

computers. For instance, XACML is an access control policy language describing 

how to interpret access control policies while exchanging data in service-oriented 

architectures. Although policy languages vary in representation (e.g. XML, 

predicate logic), they consist of a lexicon and syntax to write well-formed 

expressions understandable by machines. The XACML lexicon provides a list of 

reserved terms (e.g. Policy, PolicySet), while the syntax specifies the 
grammar by which terms can be combined and computed (see Section 2 in [2]).  

In a secure Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [15], service requesters (SRs) 

and service providers (SPs) tend to use the same syntax and lexicon (e.g. 

XACML) as well as vocabulary to express values when exchanging messages. In 

this case, the conditions and actions are expressed using the same vocabulary. 

However, it is unlikely that the SR will use the same vocabulary as the SP to 

represent values. For example, the action requested by the SR might use a 

different vocabulary than the SP and would lead to non-interpretation of the 

policy. This type of policy interoperability is normally scoped out of formal 

languages. 

Thus, communication across different security services needs to respect not only 

a shared lexicon and syntax of the message, but also shared semantics. The 

shared semantics is the conceptual model of the “details of the application” with 

respect to which policies are created, managed, interpreted and evaluated. 

Ontologies can be built as an abstraction layer of common semantics about who, 

what, how, why, when and where for peer-to-peer distributed access control and 

trust management. 

2.2 Conceptual Model 

A security domain is a sphere of trust, where the behaviour of an agent is 

controlled by a set of policies. It is situated in a context comprising many 

variables such as: information systems, resources, actors, business processes, 

administrative regulations and legal procedures. Each security domain has its 

own conceptual model of who to access what, how, when and why. Examples are 

information systems or networks of businesses, governments, public and private 

services.  

The collaboration and interoperation between organisations on a trust network is 

likely to cover different security domains and involve different conceptual 

models. For instance, the evaluation of the credentials associated with an agent 

in Security Domain A by a policy defined in Security Domain B requires the 

application not only to speak the same policy language, but also to have the same 

semantics for the value of these credentials. However, it is hardly true in reality 

as each security domain may impose its own interplays of actors, information 

systems, resources, constraints, and procedures. This means that a PDP 

validating an access control policy in Security Domain B depends on an 

interpretation service, which renders the semantics defined in Security Domain 

A into that of Security Domain B.  

The semantics of values in different security domains need to be captured in the 

form of an ontology. This ontology can either be adopted and extended, or used to 

annotate the conceptual model of a security domain to achieve policy 
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interoperability. Thus, the ontology enables PEPs in different security domains to 

enforce access control policies based on the credentials of an agent as well as 

their associated values. 

2.2.1 Requirements 

A policy language specifies how to formulate a policy, its attributes and values, 

structure and format of expression. The information specified in a policy (i.e. its 

meaning) is based on the semantics of the security domain in which the policy is 

to be applied. These domain semantics are not only confined to security 

semantics, but is also related to particular types of applications or systems, 

domains of application (such as health care, human resource management), 

business practices, etc. 

The domain semantics are expressed by policy languages through the use of pre-

defined vocabularies. However, these policy languages do not aspire to represent 

the entire domain semantics, instead it is intended to provide the minimal lexical 

and syntactic means to convey the domain semantics. As medium of 

representation, it leaves out the issue of interpretation. In other words, it does 

not address how the semantic of a security domain is managed, and shared to 

facilitate the policy creation process, nor does it define the process by which a 

security policy is interpreted during its evaluation. We propose to use an ontology 

for the purpose. Such an ontology not only provides the conceptual model of a 

specific security domain, but also describes the ‘common meaning’ in different 

conceptual models of the security domain underlying the specific rules and 

policies. 

The application semantics of the policies can be summarised by the following 

questions: 

• Who is being controlled by the policy?  

• What is being controlled by the policy? 

• How is an entity controlled by the policy? 

• Why is an entity controlled by the policy? 

• When is an entity controlled by the policy? 

The meaning of the policy (i.e. its elements) is expressed in terms of these 

questions. More specifically, these elements are concerned with who, what, how, 

why, when depending on the security domain (e.g. organisation boundaries, 

system contexts and applications). 

2.2.2 Ontology of Security Policy 

The ontology represents the concepts and the relations between them to express 

the “common meaning” of different security domains, in which a security policy is 

evaluated. It serves as a vocabulary of shared semantics, with which service 

providers and service requesters can ‘understand’ each other across different 
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security domains, regardless of whether they ‘speak’ the same policy language or 

not. 

The ontology does not model the “trust” as such, but rather the basic concepts of 

security policies in the process of trust establishment. The conditions, subjects, 

actions, and targets specified in policies can give rise to different conceptual 

models depending on the security domain.  

The security policy ontology has two major functionalities. Firstly, the ontology is 

used to define the vocabulary to express attribute-value pairs in a policy. 

Secondly, the concepts in the ontology are used to annotate elements in security 

policies. The next sections describe these functionalities in more detail. 

2.2.2.1 Vocabulary 

Under an access control policy, an agent shall be authorized to access a resource 

based on a list of attribute-value pairs in terms of the conditions, subjects, 

actions, and targets. Thus, the access to a target is granted if and only if certain 

conditions have been met. The ontology described in this document specifies the 

semantics of the names (e.g. condition, action) as concepts and the relations 

between them, while domain specific ontologies will be used to define their 

values. This makes it possible to import the content of security policies from 

existing ontologies and thus apply them to many domains. 

2.2.2.2 Semantic Annotation 
In Service-Oriented Architecture, each service provider and service requester 

sets up their security domain with necessary and sufficient policies governing its 

behaviour and trust management. In order to effectively interact with other 

services on the network, a service needs to expose its security policies in terms of 

concepts in an ontology. In other words, the conditions, subjects, actions and 

targets of a security policy need to be annotated with concepts defined in the 

common and local ontologies. These semantic annotations can then be used to 

assess the equivalence between entities (and their values) defined in different 

security domain.  

Kim et al. [16] present the NRL Security Ontology, which complements domain 

ontologies, to enable the discovery of resources that meet security requirements. 

The concepts defined in these ontologies are used to annotate resources or 

security aspects of Web Services description and queries. The NRL ontology 

includes concepts about mechanisms, protocols (e.g. SAML), objectives (e.g. Trust, 
Authorization), and credentials (e.g. X.509Certificate, 
RBACCertificate). However, this ontology does not represent the semantics of 
security and privacy policies, which is required in the context of TAS3. 

As a result, TAS3 has developed a security policy ontology based on the DOGMA 

framework. In this framework, lexons are used to express the relationships 

between concepts (see Section 5 in D2.2 [12]). More formally, a lexon is a bi-

directional graph, with nodes being the concepts and edges the relationships. 

Based on these lexons, we can annotate elements in a policy with concepts (i.e. 

sets of lexons). These annotations serve as a means to evaluate the equivalence 

between attribute-value pairs in policies expressed in different languages. Thus, 

the annotation of policies by an ontology not only imposes the ‘common sense’ 
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necessary for collaboration, but also provides additional flexibility for policies to 

be fit for particular needs of a given security domain.  
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3 Scenarios 

This section presents several scenarios where ontologies can be used to manage 

policies and concludes with a description for the application of the security policy 

ontology in TAS3. 

3.1 Use of Ontology in Policy Creation 

Suppose we have an ontology specifying the semantic of security policies with 

regard to their conditions, subjects, actions and targets. One way of using this 

ontology is in the policy creation and its management. In this case, the ontology 

provides a set of attributes and their types of values to define security policies. It 

can serve as the extended vocabulary of the policy language, with which policy 

rules can be directly formulated (e.g. POLIPO [17]). Or it can be used to annotate 

the vocabulary of the policy language, respecting the concerns of using a 

particular policy language other than semantic modelling and processing. 

Similarly, the ontology enables the representation of different security policies 

regardless of the underlying rule engine used to enforce and evaluate them. 

Use of an ontology for either policy specification or policy annotation will open up 

the prospects of managing policies by their meanings, since the ontological 

attribute and values can be used as indexing for knowledge management during 

policy creation.  

An annotator is currently being developed within TAS3 to assist business 

modelers into specifying secured business processes. This tool is based on a LCO 

of security constraints described in Section 6. 

The use of ontology during policy creation is in fact in line with well-proven 

software engineering practices: encapsulation for changes multi-disciplinary 

development, management of viewpoint of multiple stakeholders and domains, 

and reuse of resultant models in different context and abstractions. 

3.2 Use of Ontology for Policy Interpretation 

During trust negotiation, two parties exchange among other things information 

about their respective credentials (for service requester) and policy obligations 

(for the service provider). This information can be represented as a list of 

attribute-value pairs. Suppose the two parties use the same policy language for 

the information exchange. While the language governs the structure of the 

message, it would be unrealistic to assume that any two parties from different 

security and application domains would be prepared to adopt identical terms for 

the disclosure of credentials and obligations in the policy evaluations, such as 

<SubjectMatch>, <ResourceMatch>, <ActionMatch> and 

<EnvironmentMatch> in XACML. In reality, these attribute-value pairs in the 

condition of a rule need to be interpreted prior to matching. In other words, 

semantic matching removes any restrictions on the use of identical terms for 

credentials and values across different security domains. 
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Figure 3.1: Interoperation Example  

Figure 3.1 shows the different topics considered when interpreting a policy from 

Security Domain A in applications in Security Domain B. If the named instances 

(i.e. values for the different topics) have been annotated with concepts specific to 

each security domain, then we interpret as identical or different the values of the 

attributes (i.e. denotations) for the different parties. In this approach, an 

annotation is a set of lexons (from the Lexon Base) representing the relationship 

between concepts and serves as semantic definition for the credential or value. 

Thus, annotations can be used during the policy evaluation process (i) to 

disambiguate different denotation of the same named instance, (ii) to recognise 

identical denotation for different named instances, and (iii) to detect the 

generalization/specialisation between named instances (e.g. the generic 

requirement can be satisfied by a more specific fulfilment). 

This approach has been applied in the authorization and authentication process 

in the Nottingham pilot, for the interoperability between service requesters and 

service providers, based on the ontology-based interoperability service (OBIS). 

3.3 Use of Ontology for Policy Interoperability of PDP 

Given a shared ontology representing access control policies as well as a 

commonly adopted policy language, the PDPs of different security domains shall 

be able to interoperate with each other with the ability to interpret of credentials 

and values in the input (i.e. information provided by the service requester). This 

removes the impractical restriction of all PEP/PDP in the network using an 

identical vocabulary to describe the conceptual model of their respective security 

domains.  
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Figure 3.2: Cross-domain Policy Interoperability. 

Since PDPs are distributed across different participants, PDPs are likely to use 

decision mechanisms based on different policy languages. In this case, an 

ontology can be used to bridge the different policy languages by using of 

ontological annotations. This Translation service based on the ontology 

presupposes the presence of annotations/mappings between the local vocabulary 

used by a specific PDP or of a commonly agreed and shared vocabulary; i.e. the 

security policy ontology. In Figure 3.2, the interpreter translates the privacy 

policy from Security Domain A to a policy suitable for Security Domain B by 

focusing on the concepts described in Section 2.1.1 (i.e.subject, action and target). 

In the employability scenario, this service is used to calculate the matching of 

security concepts extracted from access requests (made for example by a 

placement provider) and local authorization policies (set up by a student). 

3.4 Ontology-based Interoperation Service in TAS3 

The security policy ontology provides a common ‘conceptual model’ for different 

security domains. This “common meaning” is modelled as entities and relations 

in the form of lexons. The previous sections identified three scenarios for the use 

of this ontology in TAS3: 

• Use of ontology in policy management 

• Use of ontology in policy interpretation 

• Use of ontology in policy in translation 

The ontology can be adopted directly as the local conceptual model of a specific 

security domain in the policy specification. Where different conceptual models 

exist, different policy languages are used and different implementations exist, 
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the information exchanged across security domains can be annotated by the 

ontology. For example, the credentials of an agent in Security Domain A can be 

sent to a PEP in Security Domain B together with their ontological annotations. 

The PDP in Security Domain B will then interpret the attribute-value pairs of 

the policies based on their ontological annotations. As a result, the PDP will be 

able to assess whether the information provided is of the expected type expected 

or synonymous or equivalent of conditions for the evaluation of a policy. 

The Ontology-based Interoperation Service (OBIS) was designed as a web service 

providing an interface to perform relation lookups between two terms originating 

from different security policies. The main method of the web service interface is 

summarized in the Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: OBIS invocation method. 

Where URI(SR), URI(SP) are two input values, representing the URIs of the two 

terms to be matched, and Val represents the returned value, i.e. the level of 

dominance between URI(SR) and URI(SP). There are six possible return values: 

• -3: “I don’t know SP” 

• -2: “I don’t know SR” 

• -1: “SR is not related to SP” 

• 0: “SR is less general than (is dominated by) SP” 

• 1: “SR is equivalent to SP” 

• 2: “SR is more general (dominates) SP”. 

OBIS is invocated during the authorization process, to calculate the dominance 

relationship between two security concepts inferred from an access request term 

and a local authorization policy term. Based on the value returned by OBIS, the 

access request is either granted or denied. 

The security policy ontology, unlike any other common APIs and processes in 

TAS3, is a contract of conformance for collaboration and information exchanges. 

It is the pivot, which enables service providers and consumers from an open-

ended list of security domains to agree in order to interact with each other, while 

allowing them to disagree on certain elements to satisfy local requirements of 

their respective security domains. 



 

4 Security Policy Core Elements 

A security policy imposes rules to control or guide behaviour in an attempt to 

reduce risk to resources by accidental (e.g. natural disasters) or deliberate actions 

(e.g. viruses) [18]. More specifically, a security policy is a countermeasure defined 

to address vulnerabilities identified during the security risk analysis activity 

(Table 4-1). From now on, concepts with the prefix “DUO:” are described in the 

Descriptive Upper Ontology (see Section 6.1 in D2.2), while those with the 

“UCO:” are defined in the TAS3 Upper Common Ontology (see Section 8 in D2.2). 

Table 4-1: Security Policy 

Context Head term Role Co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy is-a subsumes UCO:Countermeasure 

UCO UCO:Countermeasure addresses addressed-by UCO:Vulnerability 

UCO UCO:RiskAnalysis identifies identified-by UCO:Vulnerability 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy defined-by defines UCO:RiskTreatment 

A security policy includes the conditions to be respected to perform a certain 

action on a target in a given context (Table 4-2). For example, an audit policy 

could state that if the security level is orange (i.e. the condition) then all user 

access must be logged (i.e. the action) in an audit log (i.e. the target). Similarly, 

an authentication policy could state that if a user provides the correct username 

and  password (i.e. condition), then the user is logged in (i.e. the action) to the 

system (i.e. the target). The effect of a security policy provides a statement 

committing the system to enact the action articulated in the policy. For example, 

the effect of an access control policy would be to grant or deny access to a target, 

while the effect of an audit policy would be to commit the system to add an entry 

to the audit log. Note that every security policy is given an identifier (e.g. URN) 

to uniquely refer to it within an information system as well as a natural language 

description of what the policy actually does. Note also that recording its author 

provides the provenance2 of a policy. 

Table 4-2: Lexons for the SecurityPolicy concept 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy specifies specified-by Condition 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy controls controlled-by Action 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy has of Target 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy has of Effect 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy has of Identifier 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy has of Description 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy written-by writes Author 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy enforces enforced-by Confidentiality 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy enforces enforced-by Integrity 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy enforces enforced-by Availability 

TAS3Policy SecurityPolicy enforces enforced-by Traceability 

                                                
2 Provenance means the origin, or the source of something. 
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A security policy aims to enforce four goals; namely confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, and traceability [19]. Confidentiality provides protection against 

unauthorised access to an information system, while integrity ensures the 

correctness and completeness of information and the correct functioning of an 

information system. Traceability provides verifiability in terms of all actions 

performed in an information system. Finally, availability is concerned with 

ensuring that the information system is accessible to its users when it should be. 

The rest of this section focuses on describing the concepts of Condition, Action, 

and Target.  

4.1 Condition 

A condition determines whether or not an action (or a set of actions) should be 

performed. In other words, conditions define the requirements (i.e. the 

environment) for an action to be executed. For example, an access control policy 

could state that students can only enter the library if it is a weekday and that the 

time is between 9am and 5pm.   

Table 4-3: Lexons representing conditions. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy Condition has of Environment 

TAS3Policy Environment equivalent equivalent DUO:Descriptor 

DUO DUO:Descriptor subsumes is-a DUO:Time 

DUO DUO:Descriptor subsumes is-a DUO:Location 

DUO DUO:Descriptor subsumes is-a DUO:Attribute 

The environment provides descriptor to express the condition of a security policy. 

In the example above, the location would be the library. A complete definition of 

descriptor is found in Section 6.1.3 in D2.2. 

4.2 Subject 

A subject is an agent performing an action on a target (resource) (Table 4-4.4). A 

subject can access a target according to the access rights granted to the subject in 

the security policy. Examples of subjects (data subjects) are a patient in the 

eHealth domain, an employee or a student in the employability domain, a home 

organisation or an id provider in both domains. 

Table 4-4.4: Lexons for the Subject concept. 

Context Head term Role co-role Tail term 

DUO DUO:Event is-a Subsumes DUO:Predicate 

DUO DUO:Event performed-by Performs DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy Subject is-a Subsumes DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy Action is-a Subsumes DUO:Event 

TAS3Policy Target Equivalent Equivalent DUO:Entity 

TAS3Policy Subject Performs preformed-by Action 

TAS3Policy Subject Has Of  Right 

TAS3Policy Subject Accesses  Accessed-by Target 
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4.3 Action 

An action is an event that an agent seeks to perform (Table 4-5). In an audit 

policy, for example, the action could state that access to any resource must be 

recorded by the system. Note that an action can either be a simple operation, or a 

bundle of complex operations provided as an integrated set. Note also that an 

action is given a list of parameters (i.e. attributes) defining how the action must 

be performed. 

Table 4-5: Lexons for the Action concept. 

Context Head term Role co-role Tail term 

DUO DUO:Event is-a Subsumes DUO:Predicate 

DUO DUO:Event performed-by Performs DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy Action is-a Subsumes DUO:Event 

TAS3Policy Action controlled-by Controls SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy Action Has Of Parameter 

TAS3Policy Parameter is-a Subsumes DUO:Attribute 

4.4 Target 

A target is an entity on which an action is performed and is described by 

descriptors (Table 4-6Table 4-6). A target can therefore be anything e.g. a 

resource, data, an agent, or a permission. For example, in TAS3, security policies 

(in the form of privacy policies) are imposed to protect inappropriate behaviour 

on personal data (the target). Personal data refers to any information relating to 

an identified or identifiable natural person (see art. 2 (a) in EU directive 

95/46/EC3). Note that an identifiable person is one that can be directly or 

indirectly identified by reference a identification number or by one or more 

characteristics specific to his physical, physiological, economic, mental, cultural 

or social identity. Examples of resources containing personal data are a patient 

record in the eHealth domain, or a CV in the employability domain. 

Table 4-6: Lexons for the Target concept. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy Target equivalent equivalent DUO:Entity 

DUO DUO:Entity subsumes is-a DUO:Agent 

DUO DUO:Entity subsumes is-a DUO:Object 

DUO DUO:Entity described-by describes DUO:Descriptor 

TAS3Policy Resource is-a subsumes DUO:Object 

TAS3Policy Resource subsumes is-a PersonalData 

TAS3Policy PersonalData identifies identified-by Person 

TAS3Policy Person is-a subsumes DUO:Agent 

  

 

 

                                                
3 HUhttp://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/index_en.htmU 
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5 Type of Policies 

A security policy imposes rules on the behaviour of users of a system to ensure 

that resources are used properly (Table 4-2). We have identified different types of 

policies in TAS3; namely authentication, credential validation, access control, 

obligation, privacy, audit and delegation policies. The rest of this section 

represents the conceptualisation of these types of policies. 

5.1 Authentication Policy 

An authentication policy determines the process of verifying the claimed identity 

(i.e. a set of attributes) of an agent. It specifies how an entity’s claim of a 

particular identity shall be verified.  For example, an authentication policy could 

state that if a user provides the correct password (i.e. condition), then she is 

allowed to log in (i.e. the action) to the system (i.e. the target). 

Table 5-1: Lexons representing authentication policies. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy AuthenticationPolicy is-a subsumes SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy AuthenticationPolicy controls controlled-by Identity 

TAS3Policy Identity of has DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy AuthenticationPolicy has of AuthnMechanism 

TAS3Policy AuthnMechanism is-a subsumes UCO:Countermeasure 

TAS3Policy AuthenticationPolicy has of RegistrationProcess 

TAS3Policy AuthenticationPolicy has of LevelOfAssurance 

TAS3Policy LevelOfAssurance has of Value 

TAS3Policy LevelOfAssurance has of  Type 

An authentication policy has a level of assurance (LoA) [20], which provides a 

value (e.g. between 1 and 4 in NIST [21]) specifying the confidence in the 

asserted identity of an agent, which the service provider thinks it has (i.e. which 

is claimed by the agent). This level of assurance is not only impacted by the 

authentication mechanism (e.g. usernames and passwords vs. public key 

certificates and private keys), but also by the registration process that preceded 

the authentication. We can identify three types of LoA; namely registration, 

authentication, and session LoA. The registration LoA measures the strength of 

the registration process (i.e. documents required and procedure) occurring prior 

to any computer-based authentication taking place, while the authentication LoA 

measures the strength of the authentication mechanism itself. Finally, the 

session LoA is equivalent to the authentication mechanism chosen by a user for 

logging in to a session. However, no Session LoA can be higher than the 

Registration LoA when attributes are going to be asserted, since it is the latter 

that provided the strength of authentication of the user to which the identity 

attributes are now attached. If no attributes are to be asserted, then the 

Authentication LoA can be used as in D7.1 [22]. 
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5.2 Credential Validation Policy 

A credential validation policy defines the mechanisms for the evaluation of 

credentials (see Section 6.4.2 in D7.1) and mapping their assigned attributes into 

internally recognised security attributes. Note that these mechanisms are 

countermeasures enabling external credentials to be validated according to 

internal policies, and then mapped into internally recognized security attributes 

suitable for passing to an access control PDP. The policy also provides an 

authoritative  source of the issued credentials.  

Table 5-2: Lexons representing credential validation policies. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy CredentialValidationPolicy is-a subsumes SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy CredentialValidationPolicy has of AuthoritativeSource 

TAS3Policy AuthoritativeSource is-a subsumes DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy AuthoritativeSource issues issued-by AssignedAttribute 

TAS3Policy AssignedAttribute is-a subsumes DUO:Attribute 

TAS3Policy AssignedAttribute assigned-to has DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy AssignedAttribute maps-to mapped-to SecurityAttribute 

TAS3Policy SecurityAttribute is-a subsumes DUO:Attribute 

TAS3Policy SecurityAttribute assigned-to has DUO:Agent 
TAS3Policy CredentialValidationPolicy has of SecurityAttribute 

TAS3Policy CredentialValidationPolicy has of Validity 

TAS3Policy Validity expressed-by expresses DUO:Time 

A credential is issued by a trusted authority, which is responsible for determining 

who (i.e. agent) should be assigned which assigned attributes (Table 5.3). The 

authority can be trusted in different security domains, and the signature is 

present to allow the credential to be transferred between and validated in 

different domains.  Note that a credential authority can be different from the 

authoritative source in a credential validation policy especially when credentials 

are delegated to other agents. Note also that an authority will associate a validity 

period and a policy, called an issuer policy, with the credential it issues, in order 

to restrict the use of the credential. 

Table 5-3: Lexons representing credentials. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy Credential issued-by issues AuthoritativeSource 

TAS3Policy Credential has of Signature 

TAS3Policy Credential has of Validity 

TAS3Policy Credential has of DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy Credential has of AssignedAttribute 

TAS3Policy Credential has of IssuerPolicy 

5.3 Access Control Policy 

An access control policy determines who is authorized to access a target (Table 

5-4). A permission grants the right to an agent to perform an action on a target. 

Once an agent has been granted access to a target, she can perform one or more 

actions on that target. In the eHealth domain, for example, a doctor may be able 
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to consult (i.e. the action) the content of his patient’s record (i.e. the target) once 

she has gained access to it. In general, a policy enforcement point (PEP) enforces 

the action of an access control policy after the evaluation of its condition by a 

policy decision point (PDP).  

Table 5-4: Lexons representing access control policies. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy is-a subsumes SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy enforced-by enforces PEP 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy evaluated-by evaluates PDP 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy controls controlled-by Access 

TAS3Policy Access is-a subsumes Action 

TAS3Policy Access on  under Target 

TAS3Policy Access enables enabled-by Action 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy has of DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy DUO:Agent has of Permission 

TAS3Policy Permission grants granted-by Action 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy subsumes is-a DACPolicy 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy subsumes is-a MACPolicy 

TAS3Policy AccessControlPolicy subsumes is-a ABACPolicy 

Samarati and De Capitani di Vimercati [23] differentiate between three types of 

access control policies; namely discretionary (DAC), mandatory (MAC) and 

attribute-based (ABAC) access control. DAC policies enforce access control based 

on the identity of the service requester and define rules to control who can (or 

cannot) perform an action on a target, while MAC policies are based on mandated 

regulations determined by a central authority which assign clearances to users. 

Finally, ABAC policies control accesses based on the security attributes that 

users have been assigned within a system. RBAC policies are a subclass of ABAC 

policies. Note that in TAS3 access control is implemented through ABAC policies. 

Table 5-5: Lexons representing ABAC policies. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy ABACPolicy is-a subsumes AccessControlPolicy 

TAS3Policy Target has of DUO:Attribute 

TAS3Policy DUO:Agent has of SecurityAttribute 

TAS3Policy SecurityAttribute is-a subsumes DUO:Attribute 

TAS3Policy SecurityAttribute grants granted-by Permission 

TAS3Policy Permission controls controlled-by Action 

TAS3Policy SecurityAttribute has of Validity 

In the ABAC model, a security attribute grants permissions to an agent to 

perform one or more actions on one or more targets (Table 5-5). In a network 

environment, a security attribute may describe any property of the agent, such as 

its network address or its identity (e.g. passport number, login ID, or email 

address). These security attributes are usually assigned to an entity by an 

authoritative source. 

In Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) systems [24], a security role is associated 

with a set of permissions, where a permission is the right to perform a particular 
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action on a particular target. The TAS3 model supports hierarchical RBAC in 

which roles may be organized in a partial hierarchy, with some being superior to 

others. A superior role inherits all the permissions allocated to its subordinate 

roles. For example, if the role Staff is subordinate to Doctor, then the Doctor role 

will inherit the permissions allocated to the Staff role. Note that the set of 

permissions associated with the Doctor role will not only include those associated 

with Staff, but will also include permissions specific to doctors (e.g. add content 

to patient records). Sandhu and Samarati [25] introduce the concept of 

Separation of Duty (SoD) as the principle to ensure that no user should is given 

sufficient permission to misuse the system on their own.  

Table 5-6: Lexons representing RBAC policies 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy RBACPolicy is-a subsumes ABACPolicy 

TAS3Policy DUO:Agent has assigned-to SecurityRole 

TAS3Policy SecurityRole has of Permission 

TAS3Policy Permission grants granted-by Action 

TAS3Policy Action on under Target 

TAS3Policy SecurityRole is-a subsumes SecurityAttribute 

TAS3Policy SecurityRole has of SuperiorRole 

TAS3Policy SuperiorRole is-a of SecurityRole 

TAS3Policy SuperiorRole inherits inherited-by Permission 

TAS3Policy RBACPolicy has of SeparationOfDuty 

5.4 Obligation Policy 

An obligation policy determines the obligations that are to be performed by the 

host system when a given event occurs providing the associated condition is 

fulfilled. For example, an obligation policy could state that an e-mail notification 

has to be sent every time a request to access a particular resource (the event) has 

been denied (the condition). The obligation contains the action that is to be 

performed, and the fallback obligation that is to be performed if the original 

obligation fails.  

Table 5-7: Lexons representing obligation policies. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy ObligationPolicy is-a subsumes SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy ObligationPolicy triggered-by triggers DUO:Event 

TAS3Policy ObligationPolicy has of Obligation 

TAS3Policy Obligation performs performed-by Action 

TAS3Policy Obligation has of TemporalType 

TAS3Policy Obligation has of Fallback 

TAS3Policy Fallback is-a subsumes Obligation 

Table 5-7 represents the conceptualisation of obligation policies. In Deliverable 

D7.1 [22], an obligation is defined to have fallback obligations, which are 

enforced in cases where the obligation fails to be enacted. More specifically, a 

fallback is a list of obligations to be applied whenever it is found that the original 

obligation cannot be enforced. Obligations have a temporal type that specifies at 
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which stage of the enforcement of a user’s action the obligation’s action should be 

performed. In the deliverable, the authors define three different values for 

temporal types; namely “before”, “with”, and “after”.  

5.5 Privacy Policy 

A privacy policy describes how a party retains, processes, discloses, and purges 

personal data. Note that these privacy policies can be inserted within 

authorization policies depending upon the specific authorization policy language 

used, but not all authorization policy languages can support all privacy specific 

rules. 

A privacy policy addresses specific goals such as accountability, accuracy, 

proportionality, transparency, legitimacy and finality [26]. Accountability is 

concerned with ensuring that information systems processing personal data are 

responsible for complying with data protection regulations. Accuracy and 

proportionality extend the integrity goal by determining that the personal data 

gathered by a system is (i) relevant, (ii) adequate, (iii) accurate, (iv) up to date, 

and (v) not kept for longer than necessary, while proportionality focuses on 

assessing whether the personal data gathered is not excessive. Finally, 

transparency is concerned with ensuring that the data subject (or supervisory 

authority) is (or will be) sufficiently informed of the fact that an information 

system is accessing and processing is personal data. For instance, the Directive 

95/46/EC states that the data controller should notify the appropriate 

supervisory authority before carrying out any processing operation. 

Table 5-8 shows the lexons associated with a privacy policy. It states that privacy 

policies control the actions performed on personal data. For example, a privacy 

policy could define the amount of time a piece of personal data may be retained 

by an organisation. As such, a privacy policy defines the retention period of the 

data. Once this period has expired, the data should be deleted or anonymised by 

the information system. Note that the data subject must in principle give his 

consent for the data to be used in the first place (legitimacy). Note also that 

privacy policy have a purpose stating the context in which personal data may be 

manipulated (finality). 

Table 5-8: Lexons representing privacy policies. 

Context Head term Role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy is-a subsumes SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy controls controlled-by Action 

TAS3Policy Action on under PersonalData 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy enforces enforced-by Accountability 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy enforces enforced-by Accuracy 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy enforces enforced-by Proportionality 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy enforces enforced-by Transparency 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy defines defined-by RetentionPeriod 

TAS3Policy RetentionPeriod is-a subsumes Validity 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy specifies specified-by Consent 

TAS3Policy Consent of gives DataSubject 

TAS3Policy DataSubject is-a subsumes Subject 
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TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy has of Purpose 

TAS3Policy PrivacyPolicy written-by write DataController 

TAS3Policy DUO:Location influences influenced-by DPL 

A privacy policy is written by a data controller4, regardless of whether or not such 

data are collected, stored, processed or disseminated by that party or by an agent 

in its behalf (see Section 8.2 in D2.2 [12]). Note that the content of privacy 

policies is heavily influenced by local data protection law (DPL). 

5.6 Delegation Policy 

A delegation policy defines whether an agent, called delegator, is able to delegate 

her permissions or security roles (Table 5-6) to another agent, called the delegatee. 

For example, a delegation policy could state that the manager (i.e. the delegator) 

can transfer her permissions or roles to a trusted employee (i.e. the delegatee) 

whilst she is on holiday.  

Table 5-9: Lexons representing delegation policies. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy DelegationPolicy is-a subsumes SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy RoleDelegationPolicy is-a subsumes DelegationPolicy 

TAS3Policy RoleDelegationPolicy delegates delegated-by SecurityRole 

TAS3Policy PermDelegationPolicy is-a subsumes DelegationPolicy 

TAS3Policy PermDelegationPolicy delegates delegated-by Permission 

TAS3Policy AdminPermission subsumes is-a Permission 

TAS3Policy AdminPermission delegates delegated-by PolicyUpdate 

TAS3Policy PolicyUpdate is-a subsumes Action 

TAS3Policy PolicyUpdate updates updated-by SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy DelegationPolicy has of Delegator 

TAS3Policy Delegator is-a subsumes DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy DelegationPolicy has of Delegatee 

TAS3Policy Delegatee is-a subsumes DUO:Agent 

TAS3Policy DelegationPolicy has of Validity 

In delegation policies, we can identify two specific types of policies; namely role 

delegation policies and permission delegation policies. Role delegation delegates a 

security role from the delegator to the delegate, whereas permission delegation 

delegates a permission. A permission allows the delegatee to perform a certain 

action on a certain target, whereas an administrative permission (i.e. 

AdminPermission in Table 5-9) allows the delegatee to update (action) security 

policies (target). 

                                                
4 A data controller is an agent that determines the ‘purpose and means’ of processing 

personal data. 
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5.7 Audit Policy 

An audit policy states what actions should be recorded when they are performed 

(Table 5-10). For example, it could state that if the security level is orange then 

all user access are logged in an audit log. An audit log comprises a series of audit 

records. Both the audit log and each audit record have their time of creation. The 

protection method of an audit policy defines the method (e.g. encryption) to be 

used to protect the information recorded in an audit log.  

Table 5-10: Lexons representing of audit policies. 

Context Head term role co-role Tail term 

TAS3Policy AuditPolicy is-a subsumes SecurityPolicy 

TAS3Policy AuditPolicy identifies identified-by Action 

TAS3Policy AuditPolicy has of ProtectionMethod 

TAS3Policy ProtectionMethod protects protected-by AuditLog 

TAS3Policy AuditLog is-a subsumes Resource 

TAS3Policy AuditLog has of CreationTime 

TAS3Policy CreationTime is-a subsumes DUO:Time 

TAS3Policy AuditLog contains included-in AuditRecord 

TAS3Policy AuditRecord records recorded-in Action 

TAS3Policy AuditRecord has of CreationTime 
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6 Use of Ontology for Secure Business 
Processes 

In TAS3, business processes are modelled using the Business Process Modeling 

Notation (BPMN). A business process is modelled as a workflow, orchestrating 

several web services and data in a coordinated flow, with cooperation among 

users (subjects) in different roles. The security-specific tasks (including the 

definition of security policies) are modelled in a descriptive way, as text 

annotations. That implies that the business modeller should model its process in 

the usual way and then specify the security constraints in the next step, as 

security annotations. Security annotations will be transformed in business 

process fragments and executed. 

A lower common ontology has been created to represent the security constraints 

applying to business processes. The security constraints LCO is used to assist the 

business modeller (see the approach described in Deliverable D3.1 [27]) into 

annotating the following BPMN elements: Roles (R), Activities (A), Groups of 

Activities (GoA), Pools and Lanes (P&L), Data (D), Message Flows (MF) and 

Events. 

The taxonomy of BPMN elements is illustrated in Figure 6.1 Taxonomy of BPMN 

elements.. Roles are assumed to be assigned to Pools and Lanes, while Activities 

are considered to be either tasks or sub-processes. Data subsumes data objects, 

data stores, data inputs and data outputs. 

 

Figure 6.1 Taxonomy of BPMN elements. 

The BPMN elements are annotated with security annotations, as illustrated in 

Figure 6.2 BPMN element and Security Annotation concepts. Each security 

annotation applies to at least one BPMN element. 
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Figure 6.2 BPMN element and Security Annotation concepts. 

The security annotations are classified into the following several security 

categories: Auditing, Authenticity, Authorization, Data and Messageflow 

Security, Delegation and User interaction (as shown in Figure 6.3). 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the concept of security annotation. A security annotation 

defines a security policy. A security annotation is specified by an annotation 

term, followed by a list of parameters with their corresponding values: 

<<Annotationterm:list(parameter=”value”)>>. A security annotation can refer to 

more than one BPMN element. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Taxonomy of Security Annotations. 
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Figure 6.4 Representation of the Security Annotation Concept. 

The parameters used for the specification of the security annotations are listed in 

Figure 6.5Figure 6.5. The parameters can be specified as being optional – using 

the relation “has optional / optional of” – or compulsory (in which case the “has / 

of” relation is applied). 

 

Figure 6.5 Taxonomy of Parameters used in the Specification of Security 

Annotations. 

The Mechanism-assignment security annotation is exemplified with its 

corresponding specification elements (annotation term, parameters, and the 

BPMN elements it refers to), as shown in Figure 6.6. The Mechanism-assignment 

annotates the BPMN elements Group of Activities, Pools and Lanes, Roles and 

Activity. The compulsory parameters specifying this type of annotation are: Type 

and Name. Assignment represents the annotation term for the Mechanism-

assignment security annotation. 
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Figure 6.6 Representation of the Mechanism-assignment Security Annotation. 

The security annotations with their corresponding annotation terms, parameters 

and BPMN elements are represented by the DOGMA ontology in Table 6-1. 

 

Table 6-1: Ontology of Security Constraints 

Head term Role Co-role Tail-term 

Security Annotation defines defined-by Security Policy 

Security Anotation subsumes is-a Authorization 

Security Anotation subsumes is-a Delegation 

Security Anotation subsumes is-a 

Data and 

Messageflow 

Security 

Security Anotation subsumes is-a Auditing 

Security Anotation subsumes is-a Authenticiy 

Security Anotation subsumes is-a User Interaction 

BPMN Element subsumes is-a Roles 

BPMN Element subsumes is-a Activity 

BPMN Element subsumes is-a Group of Activities 

BPMN Element subsumes is-a Pools and Lanes 

BPMN Element subsumes is-a Data  

Data subsumes is-a Data object 

Data subsumes is-a Data store 

Data subsumes is-a Data input 

Data subsumes is-a Data output 

BPMN Element subsumes is-a Message Flow 

BPMN Element subsumes is-a Event 

Event subsumes is-a Start event 
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Security Annotation defined-for annotated-with BPMN Element 

Security Annotation has of Annotationterm 

Security Annotation has of Parameter 

Parameter has of Value 

Authorization subsumes is-a Role-assignment 

Authorization subsumes is-a 

Mechanism-

assignment 

Authorization subsumes is-a User-Assignment 

Authorization subsumes is-a Separation of Duty 

Authorization subsumes is-a Binding of Duty 

Authorization subsumes is-a Process Adaptations 

Data and Messageflow 

Security subsumes is-a Confidentiality 

Data and Messageflow 

Security subsumes is-a Integrity 

User Interaction subsumes is-a User Consent 

User Interaction subsumes is-a Service Selection 

User Interaction subsumes is-a Set Data Policy 

User Interaction subsumes is-a Select Data Policy 

User Interaction subsumes is-a Trust Feedback 

User Interaction subsumes is-a Set Trust Policy 

User Interaction subsumes is-a Select Trust Policy 

Parameter subsumes is-a type 

Parameter subsumes is-a name 

Parameter subsumes is-a role 

Parameter subsumes is-a number 

Parameter subsumes is-a threshold 

Parameter subsumes is-a spec 

Parameter subsumes is-a right 

Parameter subsumes is-a pre 

Parameter subsumes is-a post 

Parameter subsumes is-a target 

Parameter subsumes is-a interval 

Parameter subsumes is-a poolname 

Parameter subsumes is-a ws 

Parameter subsumes is-a display 

Parameter subsumes is-a insertplace 

Assignment is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Role-assignment has of Assignment 

Role-assignment has of type 

Role-assignment has optional optional of name 

Role-assignment defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Role-assignment defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

Role-assignment defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

Mechanism-assignment has of Assignment 

Mechanism-assignment has of type 

Mechanism-assignment has of name 

Mechanism-assignment defined-for annotated-with Roles 

Mechanism-assignment defined-for annotated-with Activity 
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Mechanism-assignment defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

Mechanism-assignment defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

User-assignment has of type 

User-assignment has of name 

User-assignment defined-for annotated-with Activity 

User-assignment defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

User-assignment defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

SoD is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Separation of Duty defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Separation of Duty defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

Separation of Duty defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

Separation of Duty has of SoD 

Separation of Duty has optional optional of role 

Separation of Duty has optional optional of number 

Separation of Duty has optional optional of threshold 

BoD is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Binding of Duty has of BoD 

Binding of Duty has optional optional of spec 

Binding of Duty defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Binding of Duty defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

Binding of Duty defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

Adaptation is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Process Adaptations has of Adaptation 

Process Adaptations has of right 

Process Adaptations has of role 

Process Adaptations has of pre 

Process Adaptations has of post 

Process Adaptations defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Process Adaptations defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

Process Adaptations defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

Process Adaptations defined-for annotated-with Data 

Process Adaptations defined-for annotated-with Message Flow 

Process Adaptations defined-for annotated-with Event 

Deleg is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Delegation has of Deleg 

Delegation has of right 

Delegation has optional optional of target 

Delegation has of spec 

Delegation has optional optional of interval 

Delegation has optional optional of role 

Delegation has optional optional of poolname 

Delegation has optional optional of ws 

Delegation defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Delegation defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

Delegation defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

Delegation defined-for annotated-with Data 

Delegation defined-for annotated-with Message Flow 

Conf is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Confidentiality has of Conf 
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Confidentiality has of spec 

Confidentiality defined-for annotated-with Message Flow 

Integr is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Integrity has of Integr 

Integrity defined-for annotated-with Data 

Integrity defined-for annotated-with Message Flow 

Audit is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Auditing has of Audit 

Auditing defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Auditing defined-for annotated-with Group of Activities 

Auditing defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

Auditing defined-for annotated-with Data 

Auditing defined-for annotated-with Message Flow 

Auditing defined-for annotated-with Event 

Auth is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

Authenticity has of Auth 

Authenticity defined-for annotated-with Roles 

Authenticity defined-for annotated-with Pools and Lanes 

requestToUser is-a subsumes Annotationterm 

SetInteractionPreferences has of requestToUser 

SetInteractionPreferences has of type 

SetInteractionPreferences has of display 

SetInteractionPreferences has optional optional of role 

SetInteractionPreferences has optional optional of insertplace 

SetInteractionPreferences defined-for annotated-with Activity 

SetInteractionPreferences defined-for annotated-with Event 

User Consent has of requestToUser 

User Consent has of type 

User Consent has optional optional of role 

User Consent has of target 

User Consent has of display 

User Consent has optional optional of insertplace 

User Consent defined-for annotated-with Activity 

User Consent defined-for annotated-with Event 

Service Selection has of requestToUser 

Service Selection has of type 

Service Selection has optional optional of role 

Service Selection has of display 

Service Selection has optional optional of insertplace 

Service Selection defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Set Data Policy  has of requestToUser 

Set Data Policy  has of type 

Set Data Policy  has optional optional of role 

Set Data Policy  has of name 

Set Data Policy  has of target 

Set Data Policy  has optional optional of insertplace 

Set Data Policy  defined-for annotated-with Event 

Select Data Policy has of requestToUser 

Select Data Policy has of type 
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Select Data Policy has optional optional of role 

Select Data Policy has of target 

Select Data Policy has of display 

Select Data Policy has optional optional of insertplace 

Select Data Policy defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Select Data Policy defined-for annotated-with Event 

Trust Feedback has of requestToUser 

Trust Feedback has of type 

Trust Feedback has optional optional of role 

Trust Feedback has of display 

Trust Feedback has optional optional of insertplace 

Trust Feedback defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Set Trust Policy has of requestToUser 

Set Trust Policy has of type 

Set Trust Policy has optional optional of role 

Set Trust Policy has of name 

Set Trust Policy has optional optional of insertplace 

Set Trust Policy defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Set Trust Policy defined-for annotated-with Event 

Select Trust Policy has of requestToUser 

Select Trust Policy has of type 

Select Trust Policy has of role 

Select Trust Policy has of display 

Select Trust Policy has of insertplace 

Select Trust Policy defined-for annotated-with Activity 

Select Trust Policy defined-for annotated-with Event 

 

The security annotations are specified using a tool for annotating secure business 

processes, which is introduced in D3.1. The annotator contains one ontology base 

specifying the structure of the security annotations and a knowledge base which 

captures the user (business modeler) knowledge. The knowledge base is storing 

previously annotated security constraints, based on which it is able to assist the 

user with recommendations and statistics. The annotation tool contains the 

following modules: 

1. Capturer: this component captures the user design intent; 

2. Annotator: this component assists the user with concepts from the 
ontology base; 

3. Indexer: is used for retrieval and storage; 

4. Knowledge Base (KB) Retriever: this component retrieves similar objects 
from the KB; 

5. Comparator: this component compares the user demand with the KB; 

6. Presenter: this component presents to the user the results of the Retriever 
component. 
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For a detailed design of the business process annotator, the reader can refer to 

Deliverable D3.1. 
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7 Application of the LCO in the TAS3 Pilots 

Up to present, the LCO has been used for authorization policy interoperability in 

the employability scenario. In the Nottingham demonstrator, accurate and secure 

presentation and exchange of verified skills data and personal information is key. 

For example, recruiters and prospective employers want to access verified data in 

a standardized format (e.g. HR-XML5) to facilitate comparisons and matching 

students with job profiles. Similarly, candidates want to retain control over how 

their personal information is accessed, processed and stored by third parties by 

setting their own security policies. 

 

Figure 7.1 The employability scenario. 

 

Figure 7.1 represents one of the employability scenarios in TAS3. In this scenario, 

Alice is a second year student at a UK university and seeks a summer work 

placement. Alice contacts a placement service approved by the university to 

discuss the details of her application. Her placement advisor, called Bob, informs 

her that he first needs to verify that she is a registered student at the university. 

Once Bob has received the confirmation, he contacts Alice to get permission to 

access relevant information to match her to available placements. Alice is happy 

to share this information subject to this information not being shared to third 

parties without her approval. Based on this information, Bob identifies a number 

of placement providers that he believes have suitable placements for students 

like Alice. Alice wishes to be put forward for two placements and agrees that the 

placement advisor can act on her behalf to agree terms of a work placement and 

she consents to have relevant personal information to be disclosed to them. Bob 

forwards Alice’s information to the placement providers for consideration. 

In this scenario, several security and trust issues may be encountered, as follows: 

• Does the student trust that the placement advisor is approved by the 
university? 

• Can the student trust that only relevant personal information is used 
during the placement process? 

                                                
5 http://ns.hr-xml.org/schemas/org_hr-xml/3_0/ 
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• Can the student trust that the information provided to the placement 
provider is protected as per her privacy policy? 

The placement advisor, placement providers, etc. use their own systems to store 

the information. How can all stakeholders be sure that personal information is 

secure between one placement and another? 

When Alice issues a request for a placement or internship, the placement service 

first verifies with the Identity Provider (IdP) that the person is who she claims to 

be (see Figure 7.2). 

 

Figure 7.2: Architecture to enforce security and privacy policies. 

After this, Bob needs to access relevant information about Alice from distributed 

data repositories (e.g. a CV from within the student’s ePortfolio and university 

repositories). The information stored in these repositories is protected by Alice’s 

privacy policy as well as the keeper’s own policy. If Alice’s privacy policy states 

that only members of the university have permission to access her work, then 

Bob’s request to access a subset of her work needs to be validated against this 

policy to see whether he can gain access or not. OBIS is needed to aid this access 

control decision.  

The role of OBIS in the authorization architecture is to determine whether (1) a 

foreign subject dominates the subject in the authorization policy, (2) the 

requested action is dominated by the action in the access control policy and (3) 

the resource to be accessed by the subject is dominated by the resource in the 

policy. In addition OBIS may be called directly by the placement application to 

determine if information in Alice’s documents fulfil the requirements of the 

various placement providers. Some examples from the employability scenario are 

illustrated in Table 7-1: OBIS Role in the Authorization Policy Interoperability. 
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Table 7-1: OBIS Role in the Authorization Policy Interoperability 

OBIS Role Security Concept Matching 

To check whether Bob can access Alice’s personal data 

by calculating the relation between the placement 

advisor (Bob) role in the request and the University 

Staff role in Alice’s policy (to determine whether a 

foreign role dominates the local role in the credential 

validation policy). 

      Role matching for CVS.  

      Translator: 

      SR: Bob = delegate_right 

      SP: University Staff  =   

                                 delegate_right 

      Path finder: 1 “equivalence” 

                   �Attribute is valid                   

             

To determine whether the resource to be accessed by the 

service requester (e.g. Alice’s previous employment 

experience) is more specific than the resource protected by 

the security policy (e.g. Alice’s CV). 

 

Resource matching for PDP. 

Translator: 

SR: Alice previous employment  experience = 

work experience 

SP: Alice’s CV =  CV 

 Path finder: 0 “less general” 

                   �Access granted                   

To determine whether Alice’s programming competency 

(resource in the CV) is more specific than the requested 

competency (“the candidate should have good programming 

skills”) for a vacant job. 

Resource matching for application.  

Translator: 

SR: Java programming =  competencies 

SP: the candidate should have good 

programming skills = competency profile  

Path finder: 0 “less general” 

                   �Satisfied                   

 

The security policy ontology used for this use case scenario is partially depicted 

in Figure 7.3, with the focus on the “ePortfolio”. The lines represent the hierarchy 

of the considered resources, the most dominating concept being “Resource”. 

 

Figure 7.3: ePortfolio in the “Resource” Ontology. 
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8 Conclusion 

In this document, we presented a security policy ontology based on the DOGMA 

(Developing Ontology-Grounded Methods and Applications) framework. Given 

this ontology, a system evaluating security policies can interpret the attributes 

and values of a policy, thus enabling policies to be defined using different 

vocabularies. 

Although different security policy specifications (e.g. Ponder, REI or KAoS) have 

been proposed to reduce policy conflicts and facilitate interoperability, these 

specifications tend to concentrate on defining access control, obligation and 

delegation policies. Furthermore, these specifications require the author of a 

policy to have knowledge of logic paradigms (e.g. OWL). In contrast, our security 

and privacy policy ontology is grounded in natural language. The use of natural 

language enables technical (e.g. custodians, data controllers) and non-technical 

users (e.g. data subjects) to easily specify policies to control the use of data (e.g. 

CV). This does not have an impact on the enforceability of these policies by 

agents as the DOGMA framework provides mechanisms to convert DOGMA-

inspired ontologies into description logic paradigms. As a result, our ontology 

follows the five general requirements of any policy representation; namely 

expressiveness, simplicity, enforceability, scalability and analysability.  

In this document, we first described the core elements of security policies; namely 

condition, subject, action, and target. Based on these concepts, we provided a 

conceptualisation for different types of security policies related to the TAS3 

project. Note that the concepts defined in the security policy ontology draws upon 

the concepts defined in the Descriptive Upper Ontology as well as the TAS3 upper 

common ontology. As a result, the TAS3 lower common ontology provides a 

framework that (i) can be implemented to respond to policy requirements of a 

system in different security domains, (ii) can be extended through agreements 

between technical and non-technical user, (iii) can be enforced by in different 

systems, and (iv) can be analyzed by both human and software agents. We finally 

described how the lower common ontology of security constraints can be used to 

assist the business process modeller into designing and further enforcing the 

security policies.Future work will involve the integration of the TAS3 lower 

common ontology in the eHealth pilot. The lower common ontology will 

continuously evolve in the security policy interoperability both in the 

employability and the eHealth domains, with the development of more 

sophisticated authorization policies, including concepts such as environmental 

parameters and separation of duty. 
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